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Reference 208 N21 E

Catholic Church. National Conference of Catholic Bishops. Asian
and Pacific presence : harmony in faith. Washington, D.C. : United
States Catholic Conference, 2001.

Fiction M52b

Mengestu, Dinaw, 1978-. The beautiful things that heaven bears.
New York : Riverhead Books, 2007.

155.92 B22b

Banaji, Mahzarin R. Blindspot : hidden biases of good people.
2016 Bantam Bks. trade pbk. ed. New York : Bantam Books,
2016.
Mindbugs -- Shades of truth -- Into the blindspot -- "Not that
there's anything wrong with that!" -- Homo categoricus -- The
hidden costs of stereotypes -- Us and them -- Outsmarting the
machine. Examines hidden biases that influence human behavior
toward members of particular social groups.

920 N66b

Noah, Trevor, 1984-. Born a crime : stories from a South African
childhood. 1st ed. London : John MUrray, [2016].
"Trevor Noah's unlikely path from apartheid South Africa to the
desk of The Daily Show began with a criminal act: his birth.
Trevor was born to a white Swiss father and a black Xhosa mother
at a time when such a union was punishable by five years in
prison. .... Born a Crime is the story of a mischievous young boy
who grows into a restless young man as he struggles to find
himself in a world where he was never supposed to exist. It is also
the story of that young man's relationship with his fearless,
rebellious, and fervently religious mother-his teammate, a woman
determined to save her son from the cycle of poverty, violence,
and abuse that would ultimately threaten her own life"-Amazon.com.

305.868 R61b

Rodriguez, Richard. Brown : the last discovery of America. New
York : Penguin, 2002.

814.6 R16c

Rankine, Claudia, 1963-. Citizen : an American lyric.
Minneapolis, Minn. : Graywolf Press, [2014].
"Claudia Rankine's new book recounts mounting racial
aggressions in ongoing encounters in twenty-first-century daily
life and in the media. Some of these encounters are slights,
seeming slips of the tongue, and some are intentional offensives in
the classroom, at the supermarket, at home, on the tennis court
with Serena Williams and the soccer field with Zinedine Zidane,
online, on TV--everywhere, all the time"--Provided by publisher.

241.677 Oc5c

O'Connell, Maureen H. Compassion : loving our neighbor in an
age of globalization. Maryknoll, NY : Orbis Books, c2009.
Introduction -- Overview -- The Good Samaritan reprise -American compassion in a global age: convenient samaritanism -Dispatches from the road to Jericho: why we need compassion
more than ever -- Challenges to authentic samaritanism -- What
are they saying about compassion in philosophical ethics? -Compassion as expression of emotive reasoning -- Compassion as
virtue for moral development -- Compassion as virtue for social
order -- Philosophical foundations for new compassion -- What are
they saying about compassion in theological ethics? -- Sacred
narratives of divine compassion -- Compassion and politically
dangerous discipleship -- Compassion and social transformation -Which of these was a neighbor to the person suffering from
injustice? -- Compassion as upheaval in the political philosophy of
Martha C. Nussbaum -- Perceiving reality: artistotelian liberalism
from ancient Greece to the United Nations interpreting the social
reality by means of the upheaval of emotions -- Transforming
social reality: Nussbaum's capability approach to justice -Concluding remarks: compassion as an upheaval -- Compassion as
interruption in the political theology of Johann Baptist Metz -Facing the suffering people of the times -- Perceiving reality:
compassion as political -- Interpreting reality: compassion as
mystical -- Transforming reality: an anthropology of the political
subject -- Political compassion as a first-world interruption -Christian ethics after Katrina: political compassion in social
disasters -- The massively uneven tragedies of a social disaster -Perceiving social disasters through relational anthropology -Interpreting social disasters through interruptions -- Transforming
social disasters through empowerment, humility, and solidarity -Compassion after Katrina -- Transforming the Jericho road:
political compassion and global ethics -- Global ethics: an age-old
question with new-age urgency -- Political compassion: loving our
neighbor in an age of globalization -- Justice as experiential
vision.

282.73 C88

The crossing of two roads : being Catholic and Native in the
United States. Maryknoll, N.Y. : Orbis Books, c2003.

305.8009 R56d

Robinson, Randall, 1941-. The debt : what America owes to
Blacks. New York : Plume, [2001].

305.8 W85d

Wood, Peter, 1953-. Diversity : the invention of a concept. San
Francisco : Encounter Books, c2003.

920 Ob1d

Obama, Barack. Dreams from my father : a story of race and
inheritance. 1st ed. New York : Crown Publishers, 2004, c1995.
In this lyrical, unsentimental, and compelling memoir, the son of a
black African father and a white American mother searches for a
workable meaning to his life as a black American. It begins in
New York, where Barack Obama learns that his father7a figure he
knows more as a myth than as a man7has been killed in a car
accident. This sudden death inspires an emotional odyssey7first to
a small town in Kansas, from which he retraces the migration of
his mother2s family to Hawaii, and then to Kenya, where he meets
the African side of his family, confronts the bitter truth of his
father2s life, and at last reconciles his divided inheritance.

Reference 282 C28

Faithful citizens : bringing moral vision to public life. Cincinnati,
Ohio : St. Anthony Messenger Press, c2000.

305.8968 T23g

Telles, Edward Eric, 1956-. Generations of exclusion : Mexican
Americans, assimilation, and race. New York : Russell Sage
Foundation, c2008.

973.049 D85g

Du Bois, W. E. B. (William Edward Burghardt), 1868-1963. The
gift of Black folk : the Negroes in the making of America. Garden
City Park, NY : Square One Publishers, 2009.

920 M28h

Mailhot, Terese Marie. Heart berries : a memoir. Berkeley, CA :
Counterpoint, [2018].
"Heart Berries is a. . . memoir of a woman's coming of age on the
Seabird Island Indian Reservation in the Pacific Northwest.
Having survived a profoundly dysfunctional upbringing only to
find herself hospitalized and facing a dual diagnosis of post
traumatic stress disorder and bipolar II disorder; Terese Marie
Mailhot is given a notebook and begins to write her way out of
trauma"--Jacket flap.

305.8 H83

How race is lived in America : pulling together, pulling apart. 1st
ed. New York : Times Books/Henry Holt, 2001.

277.3 In8

Interrupting white privilege : Catholic theologians break the
silence. Maryknoll, N.Y. : Orbis Books, 2007.
Introduction: breaking the silence / Laurie Cassidy and Alex
Mikulich -- Claiming dangerous memories : white privilege in
historical context -- Confessions of a white racist theologian / Jon
Nilson -- White economic and erotic disempowerment : a
theological exploration in the struggle against racism / Mary
Elizabeth Hobgood -- Social justice, the common good, and new
signs of racism / Barbara Hilkert Andolsen -- The struggle to name
white privilege -- White privilege : my theological journey /
Charles Curran -- The dysfunctional rhetoric of white privilege
and the need for racial solidarity / Roger Haight -- Moral
imagination and the missio ad gentes : redressing the counter
witness of racism / Margaret Eletta Guider -- Constructive
theological interruptions of white privilege -- The transformative
power of the periphery : can a white U.S. Catholic opt for the
poor? / Margaret Pfeil -- Becoming Black with God : toward
healing of the wound of white privilege and racism / Laurie M.
Cassidy -- (Un)learning white male ignorance / Alex Mikulich.

Reference 208 N21 R
LgFl

Catholic Church. National Conference of Catholic Bishops. Love
thy neighbor as thyself : U.S. bishops speak against racism.
Washington, D.C. : United States Catholic Conference, 2001.

306.362 Sa2m

Saint, Chandler B. Making freedom : the extraordinary life of
Venture Smith. Middletown, Conn. : Wesleyan University Press,
c2009.
The early years -- The crucible years -- The transitional years -The final years.

Reference 282 C28

Many faces in God's house. Cincinnati, Ohio : St. Anthony
Messenger Press, c2000.

973.046872 V44m

Vasquez, Jessica M. Mexican Americans across generations :
immigrant families, racial realities. New York : New York
University Press, c2011.
Thinned attachment : heritage is slipping through our fingers -Cultural maintenance : a pot of beans on the stove -- Tortillas in
the shape of the United States : marriage and the families we
choose -- Whiter is better : discrimination in everyday life -- Fit to
be good cooks and good mechanics : racialization in schools -- As
much hamburger as taco : third-generation Mexican Americans -Conclusion : racialization despite assimilation. Studies middle
class Mexican American families across three generations and
their experiences of racism and assimilation.

Fiction H33m

Haynes, Melinda. Mother of pearl : a novel. New York : Pocket
Books, [2000].

364.973 Al2n

Alexander, Michelle. The new Jim Crow : mass incarceration in
the age of colorblindness. New York : New Press :, c2010.
The rebirth of caste -- The lockdown -- The color of justice -- The
cruel hand -- The new Jim Crow -- The fire this time. Michelle
Alexander argues that we have not ended racial caste in America:
we have simply redesigned it by imprisoning the majority of
young black men in major American cities or labeling them felons.

302.23 G58n

Gonzâalez, Juan. News for all the people : the epic story of race
and the American media. New York : Verso, 2011.

968.065 T88n

Tutu, Desmond. No future without forgiveness. 1st Image Books
ed. New York : Image/Doubleday, 2000, c1999.
Archbishop Desmond Tutu shares the lessons he learned while
serve as Chairman of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission,
an organization formed to help South Africa move forward from
despotism to democracy; and argues that true reconciliation cannot
be achieved with acknowledging the atrocities committed in the
past.

323.092 M19o

Mckesson, DeRay, 1985-. On the other side of freedom : the case
for hope. New York, N.Y. : Viking, [2018].
"Drawing from his own experiences, DeRay Mckesson, the civil
rights activist and organizer, offers ways for all Americans to work
to dismantle the legacy of racism and to take responsibility for
imagining and building a better world"--Provided by publisher.

070.44 R54r

Roberts, Gene. The race beat : the press, the civil rights struggle,
and the awakening of a nation. 1st ed. New York : Knopf, c2006.

305.8 W52r

West, Cornel. Race matters. 2nd Vintage Books ed. New York :
Vintage Books, 2001.

282.73 M38r

Massingale, Bryan N. Racial justice and the Catholic Church.
Maryknoll, N.Y. : Orbis Books, c2010.
What is racism? -- An explanation of terms -- Prelude and context:
the election of an African American President -- The browning of
America and racial resistance -- Racism and culture -- To what
end?: the justification of white privilege -- A history of Catholic
social teaching on racism -- Prologue: a context for the discussion
-- Discrimination and the Christian conscience -- The national race
crisis -- Brothers and sisters to us -- Critical observations
concerning Catholic social teaching on racism -- A concluding
Black Catholic reflection: sometimes I feel like a motherless child
-- Toward a more adequate Catholic engagement -- The challenge
of racial reconciliation -- Other resources in the Catholic faith
tradition -- Compassion and intentional cross-racial solidarity -Church practices that facilitate racial solidarity -- Concluding
reflection: a confession of faith -- A dream deferred : meditations
on Arican American understandings of justice and hope -- The
fundamental principle or norm: universal inclusion -- The unstated
vision: the welcome table and the beloved community -- An
excursus on a theoretical implication of this vision -- A dream
deferred: the importance of hope in the pursuit of justice -- The
vocation of the Black Catholic theologian and the struggle of the
Black Catholic community: speaking truth to and from two
traditions -- The vocation of the Black scholar -- The vocation of
the Catholic theologian -- The vocation of the Black Catholic
theologian -- The challenges of the Black Catholic theological
vocation -- The struggles of being a Black Catholic theologian -The joy of being a Black Catholic theologian -- The significance
of the Black Catholic theological vocation.

Reference 282 C28

George, Francis E. Racial reconciliation. Cincinnati, Ohio : St.
Anthony Messenger Press, c2001.

Reference 208 N21 E

Catholic Church. National Conference of Catholic Bishops.
Rejoicing in the Asian and Pacific presence. Washington, D.C. :
United States Catholic Conference, 2002.

305.809 Su5r

Sullivan, Shannon, 1967-. Revealing whiteness : the unconscious
habits of racial privilege. Bloomington : Indiana University Press,
c2006.
Ignorance and habit -- Engaging the isolated unconscious -Seductive habits of White privilege -- Global habits, collective
hauntings -- Appropriate habits of White privilege -- Race, space,
and place -- In defense of separatism.

920 P23b

Brinkley, Douglas. Rosa Parks. New York : Viking, 2000.

Fiction K53s

Kidd, Sue Monk. The secret life of bees. New York : Viking, 2002.

270.089 Se3

Seeing God in each other. Harrisburg, Pa. : Morehouse Pub.,
c2006.
A dangerous book, the Bible / Frederick Houk Borsch -- Baptism :
liberating sacrament of identity and justice / Fredrica Harris
Thompsett -- Eucharistic reconciliation / Michael Battle -- Race
and reconciliation : writing a new ending to an old story / Steven
Charleston -- Race and racism in congregations : building
multiracial communities / Sheryl A. Kujawa-Holbrook.

305.8 Ol9s

Oluo, Ijeoma. So you want to talk about race. 1st ed.: January
2018. New York, NY : Seal Press, 2018.
"A current, constructive, and actionable exploration of today's
racial landscape, offering straightforward clarity that readers of all
races need to contribute to the dismantling of the racial divide. In
'So You Want to Talk About Race', ... Ijeoma Oluo offers a
contemporary, accessible take on the racial landscape in America,
addressing head-on such issues as privilege, police brutality,
intersectionality, micro-aggressions, the Black Lives Matter
movement, and the 'N' word. ... Oluo answers the questions
readers don't dare ask, and explains the concepts that continue to
elude everyday Americans."-- Provided by publisher.

241.675 N84t

Nothwehr, Dawn M. That they may be one : Catholic social
teaching on racism, tribalism, and xenophobia. Maryknoll, N.Y. :
Orbis Books, c2008.

305.8 Ir8w

Irving, Debby. Waking up white : and finding myself in the story
of race. Cambridge, MA : Elephant Room Press, [2014].
Debbie Irving tells the story of growing up sensing racial tensions,
and why her diversity efforts never gained traction, until
adulthood, when she realized insights into her own identity that
shifted her worldview and upended her life.

370.117 H83w

Howard, Gary R. We can't teach what we don't know : White
teachers, multiracial schools. 2nd ed. New York : Teachers College
Press, c2006.

810.8 W45

Well-read black girl : finding our stories, discovering ourselves :
an anthology. 1st ed. New York : Ballantine Books, [2018].
"[A] collection of essays by black women writers, curated by the
founder of the popular book club Well-Read Black Girl, on the
importance of recognizing ourselves in literature"--Provided by
publisher.

920 K52w

Khan-Cullors, Patrisse, 1984-. When they call you a terrorist : a
Black Lives Matter memoir. 1st ed.: January 2018. New York : St.
Martin's Press, 2018.
"A memoir by the co-founder of the Black Lives Matter movement
explains the movement's position of love, humanity, and justice,
challenging perspectives that have negatively labeled the
movement's activists while calling for essential political
changes."--OCLC.

305.8 D54w

DiAngelo, Robin J. White fragility : why it's so hard for white
people to talk about racism. Boston : Beacon Press, [2018].
"[Explores] the counterproductive reactions white people have
when discussing racism that serve to protect their positions and
maintain racial inequality"--OCLC.

305.8 W58

White privilege : essential readings on the other side of racism.
2nd ed. New York : Worth Publishers, c2005.

305.8 T18w

Tatum, Beverly Daniel. "Why are all the Black kids sitting
together in the cafeteria?" : and other conversations about race.
New York : Basic Books, [2003].

305.895 W95y

Wu, Frank H., 1967-. Yellow : race in America beyond Black and
white. New York : Basic Bo0ks, 2002.

